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Abstract

The purpose of the NURESIM software (NUclear REactor SIMulation) is to be used as a computer guide
in quick view of the texts and pictures in the fields of nuclear reactor physics. This software is designed so that
it can be used by users of different knowledge levels. Students could find here elementary concepts, researchers
• important calculation codes as GRACE, PEACO, THERMOS, HEX120

The NURESIM software is composed of four parts: units, pictures, simulations and calculations In the
terminology of IAEA-TECDOC-314 (1984) the first three parts may be classified as a level 2 of sophistication
EPM code package "Code package useful as a first introduction for nuclear engineers". The last one
(calculations) is classified as a level higher. Details about each part are explained in Paragraph 2 A users guide
is in Paragraph 3

2. DESCRIPTION

2 1. UNITS

The text part of the NURESIM contains the following units

0 Introduction
1 Nuclear Reactions
2 Neutrons
3 Nuclear Reactors
4 Research Reactors and Reactors of Nuclear Power Plants
5 Nuclear Power Plant (NPP)
6 Physical Processes in Actual Reactors
7 Poisoning
8 Temperature Coefficient
9 Reactor Calculations
10 Reactor Kinetics - The Basic Concepts
11 Kinetic Equations
12 Reactivity and Kinetics Parameters
13 Reactor Control
14 Thermohydrauucs
15 Nuclear Reactor - Heat Source in NPP
16 Reactor Transient Response (1)
17 Reactor Transient Response (2)
18 Compensated Response Calculations
19 Reactor Transfer Functions and System Stability (1)
20 Reactor Transfer Functions and System Stability (2)
21 Reactor Transfer Functions and System Stability (3)

Materials for this part are drawn from [1-12]

* Research carried out in association with the IAEA under Research Contract No VIE/5304
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2 2 PICTURES

The NURESIM has the illustrated pictures Each picture is named by pair of numbers: the first one is a
number of unit, the second - its order inside unit

U1P1 Scattering and Fission Scheme
U1P2 Energy Spectrum of Secondary neutrons
U1P3 Scheme illustrated real time process and fragment location in nuclear fission
U3P1 Reactor Core and Unit Cell
U3P2 Typical Model of Unit Cell
U4P1 Reactor of the Worlds First NPP
U4P2 RBMK-1000 Reactor
U4P3 Calder-Hall Reactor
U4P4 Candu Reactor
U4P5 WWER-1000 Reactor
U4P6 ISIS Research Reactor
U4P7 Neutron Source Reactor II (PHRENIC)
U4P8 ADBKA-1 Reactor
U4P9 TRIGA-MARK-n Reactor (LENA)
U4P10ANNA Reactor
U4P11 Fast Research Reactor
U5P1 Classification of NPP
U5P2 General View of NPP
U6P1 U-235 burn-up and Pu build-up
U7P1 Reactor Poisoning Upon Shutdown
U9P1 Neutron flux distribution in a reactor with a reflector and with a flattened core
U12PlPower transient in a start-up incident
UlSPlReactor Heat Transfer System
U17PlResponse to reactivity variation designed to produce fast, monotone power increase to

predetermined constant power level; I = 10"* sec (reactivity $A£aie~Mwi), t: - peak moment)
U17P2 Response to reactivity variation designed to produce fast, monotone power increase to

predetermined constant power level; I = 10"4 sec (reactivity $ALa,e"MtV , [t|,t2 ] - peak penod)
U17P3 Instantaneous a(t) = [dn(t)/dt] /n(t) as a function of reactivity for U-235 systems with various

prompt-neutron life tune and for various ramp rates
U17P4 Instantaneous a a function ramp rates (Prompt-neutron lifetime, 1 = 10"4 sec..)
U17P5 Instantaneous a a function ramp rates (Prompt-neutron lifetime, 1 = 10"6 sec)
U17P6Instantaneous a a function ramp rates (Prompt-neutron lifetime, 1 = 10"8 sec.)
U17P7 Computed response for reactivity ramp rate 5k = 10"4 sec1 with various superimposed reactivity

steps in a system undergoing spontaneous fission at t = 0 (Prompt-neutron lifetime, 1 = 10 s sec.)
U17P8 Computed response for various reactivity ramp rate in a system undergoing spontaneous fission at

t = 0 (Prompt-neutron lifetime, 1 = 10'5 sec )
U17P9Instantaneous a versus time following various positive and negative step changes in reactivity

(Prompt-neutron lifetime, 1 = 10"* sec.)
U17P10 Nonequihbnum response of a(t) and n(t) to large step changes in reactivity; U-23S system with

P = 0 0065
U18P1 Compensated response to a step reactivity change of $1 20 (5k,, = 0078) in U-235 systems

characterized by an energy shutdown coefficient
U18P2Compensated response to a step reactivity change of SI 00 (5ko = .0065) in U-235 systems

characterized by an energy shutdown coefficient
U18P3 Calculated transient response for various reactivity steps and heat loss constants (R) in U-235

systems; 6k(t) = 51c - B. Ll EO'kf*" >dt'
U18P4 Calculated transient response for various reactivity steps and heat loss constants (R) in U-235

systems; 5k(t) = at - B. }„' E f t V ^ ' d t '
U19P1 Reactor-transfer-function amplitude response for U-235 and U-238 systems
U19P2 Reactor-transfer-function phase shift response for U-235 and U-238 systems
U19P3 Reactor-transfer-function amplitude response for Pu-239 and Pu-240 systems
U19P4 Reactor-transfer-function phase shift response for Pu-239 and Pu-240 systems.
U19P5 Reactor-transfer-function amplitude response for U-233 and Th-232 systems
U19P6 Reactor-transfer-function phase shift response for U-233 and Th-232 systems
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U19P7 Comparison of computed transfer functions and experimental data for representative
intermediate, and thermal U-235 systems

U19P8 Comparison of computed transfer functions with experimental transfer function data, a Pu-239
metal critical assembly.

U19P9 Behavior of the reactor transfer function amplitude and phase for various degrees of subcriticality
in U-235 systems

U20P1 Reactor-transfer-runction (amplitude) at full and zero powers
U2OP2 Reactor-transfer-function (phase shift) at full and zero powers

2 3 SIMULATIONS

The NUREStM s user could have a chance to act as a reactor operator using computer keyboard and you
observe some reactor events simulated on computer display.

1 XENON

Some fission products have the first resonance near the thermal region or directly in it, hence, their
thermal neutron absorption cross-section are very high. Of the greatest importance among them is Xe-135
having resonance at the energy of 0.084 eV and cross-section 3. lSxlO6 bams averaged for Maxwell spectrum at
normal temperature. An unusually large Xe-135 cross-section even when the concentration is negligible which
is typical of short lived fission products gives nse to essential neutron absorption The fact that Xe-135 is
formed through intermediate fission products 1-135 results in the instability of the reactor operation and great
negative reactivity after high Dux thermal neutron reactor shutdown

The Xe-135 effects on the neutron balance is called radioactive poisoning since radioactive Xe-135
vanishes, in the long run, after the chain reaction stops

With the burnout lacking, one would estimate Xe-135 saturation concentration by radioactive 1-135
equilibrium This equilibrium does not hold in the neutron flux, where Xe-135 has the maximum permissible
concentration and 1-135 build-up is unlimited. When the reactor is shut down and the neutron flux is equal to
zero, the equilibrium between 1-135 and Xe-135 atoms is reestablished, 1-135 concentration reduces at once,
Xe-135 concentration increases for some tune The maximum concentration is reached within the time interval
t™*= 113 h.

One of the optimal shut-down problems is formulated as the following: At the highest neutron flux
(highest power) how to shut the reactor for the least shut-down time and so that the reactor poisoning always is
lower than the certain permissive level

The XENON demonstrates the xenon pit and optimal shut-down control

2, ROS - Reactor Operation Simulation

The ROS is intended to simulate some of the most important and simple cases of reactor kinetics
qualitatively It is necessary to solve inhour equation to get reactor period Then you can choose control rod
disposition The aim here is demonstration of some features concerned with kinetics aspect, so that the reactor
is always supposed to be at critical state and other parameters such as the core height, number of fuel elements,
core radius and so on may be neglected. Suppose that one rod is placed at the bottom and the other is
withdrawn all the way where one of these rods is to be calibrated- Total worth of the rod depends on its
position, radius (r) and material (A)

Using arrow keys (of keyboard), you can withdraw the first rod for calibration. If the reactivity insertion
speed is large, i e you press control key while power level does not reach up its return level or it is nearly the
maximum allowable level, then the reactor must be shut off automatically, otherwise, there could be an
incidenL

3 Heat Flow

This NURESIM's function lets you see heat flow in light-water reactor
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4 TRESDEN - Transient RESponse of neutron DENsity

The TRESDEN demonstrates the kinetics equation solutions described by G R Keepm for
uncompensated response calculations.

The general kinetics equations with common notations have the form

dN(t) p - YP

= n +
dt A

dC»ff(t) yP
= n-

dt A

where C r̂ = y, C (t), n(t) is the fundamental-mode neutron density at time t, and S is an external neutron
source

Using the Laplace transform leads to the desired integral solution for n(t) in terms of A:

n(t) - n(0) + L, (Bj/A) Jo
l fj**> pd') n(t') dt' + U,(t)

with rut) defined as

Ott) = Jo1 [Y. S(t') + I, (X, C,(0) - p, n(O)/A) y, e*i l] X, Bj eSj(w> dt'

and Sj, B, are tabulated values

The TRESDEN gives the numerical solution of the equations without external source S

5 AUTOSYS - AUTO control SYStem

The AUTOSYS simulates the flowchart of automatic control system You can observe the following
example stages:

- The reactor power is monitored by means of four ex-core iomzation chambers and eight in-core
neutron detectors;

- The signals from in-core detectors and power indicators are transferred to compactors;
- The signals are amplified by amplifiers and transferred to summators, then
- The summators give signals to withdraw or insert the control rods for normal reactor operation

6 FEEDBACK

The FEEDBACK gives compensated response to ramp function reactivity in U-235 system taken from
G.R. Keepin

Reactivity ramp has a form

8r(t) = At-Bfo
lN(t)dt

You can choose tabulated values A and B to learn about interesting model

7. FUEL

The FUEL lets you observe two fuel procedures Fuel pin fabncation and Fuel reloading process
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2 4 CALCULATIONS

Realizing an idea of IDE (Integrated Development Environment), the NURESIM contains the
calculation codes GRACE, PEACO, THERMOS and HEX 120 You can use them for the senous reactor
calculations The NUREStM includes the EDIT from DOS Ver 6.2 to edit the input files

GRACE

The GRACE solves the fast neutron spectrum equation in slab geometry with the critical thickness
(k=l). So the real cell geometry is not reflected in the code. The cell characters are reflected here only in
material composition and through the thermal and resonance data, which are submitted to the input by
THERMOS and PEACO codes

The GRACE needs the input files GRACED LSL, GRACE 11 SL, GRACE99.SL and gives the output
files GRACE02 TAM, GRACE08 TAM, GRACEIO TAM, GRACE KQ

See [13) for deeper understanding the GRACE theory, or [14] for users guide

PEACO

The PEACO solves the neutron slowing-down and calculates the various averaged values such as
effective resonance cross-sections You can consider a heterogeneous system which may be homogeneous in
special case and may generally be infinite lattice of square or hexagonal cells, cylindncalized lattice or
clustered type fuel element

The PEACO needs the input files PEO1.DAT, PEO8DAT, PEO10.D AT and gives the output files
PEO6.KQ, PEO20 KQ, PEO76 KQ Using the file PEO20 KQ after some simple calculations by hand, you can
obtain the constants having the format according to the input of the GRACE

See [15] for deeper understanding the PEACO theory, or [16] for users guide

THERMOS

The THERMOS solves the integral transport equation for the thermal energy range in a cylindrical
symmetric medium. White, perfectly reflective and black boundary conditions can be applied. For calculating
the scattering kernels of hydrogen and deuterium bound in water, the following models can be used: The
Brown-St- John model, the Nelkin model and the Koppel-Young model. The scattering model for oxygen and
graphite is the free-gas model, A special treatment for hydrogen bound in polyethylene is built in the code The
scattering is assumed to be isotropic in the laboratory system, but also an optional transport correction can be
applied. The source calculated by the code is assumed to be of the form 1/E spectrum or it can be specified by
users. The transport kernel is calculated on the basts of a first flight probability technique. The set of algebraic
equations is solved by an iteration method in a multigroup-multishell approach.

•

It is recommended to give the name of a data file JOB TM and the name of a result file THERMO OUT

See [17] for deeper understanding the THERMOS theory, or [18] for users guide

HEX120
In HEXAGA the group equations are approximated for a uniform 60-degree triangular mesh using a

seven-point difference formula at the points of intersection of triangular mesh lines The linear system of finite
difference equations is solved by means of the AGA two-sweep iterative method. The HEX 120 is a version of
HEXAGA for 120 symmetric geometry

See [19] for more details on the AGA method, or [20] for users guide
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3. USERS GUIDE

3 1 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

To install NURESIM, the following hardware and software are required:

• An IBM or compatible personal computer
- An EGA or VGA colour monitor
-DOS 3. lor higher
- Co-processor (It is necessary for reactor calculation functions)
- Free Conventional MEM of 620 K or more (it is recommended to use CONFIG SYS with

files = 40, device = himem.sys, dos = high)

3.2. INSTALLATION

1 Insert the NURESIM (3 1/2") diskette in into the appropriate disk drive

2 At the "C:V>" prompt, change the disk drive to "A" (or "B" depending on your system set up)

3. At the prompt, type "install" (without the quotes) and press <Enter> or <Return> key The
installation will automatically begin.

3 3. FILES

The NURESIM has 4 file groups

1 Executable files
NURESIM EXE is the mam program
GRACE EXE, PEACO.EXE, THERMO EXE and HEX120.EXE are reactor calculation codes
EDIT COM is an editor taken from DOS Ver 6 2

2 Text files
There are 23 text files named "contents" and "unit" with extensions numbered from 0 up to 21 They

have an ASCII format You can edit these files if it is necessary. (See section 2.1 above)

3 Picture files
There are 48 picture files which have name with extension "pic". (See section 2 2 above)

4 BGI subdirectory
You need BGI subdirectory with a file named EGA VGA BGI to go NURESIM that is written in the

PASCAL

3.4 HOW TO USE NURESIM

After NURESIM EXE started. Menu Bar appears at the top and Status Line at the bottom of the screen
as the following

| File | Unit j Physics 1 Kinetics | Dynamics } Others

Fl Help F4Open | AU-F4 Close | Alt-XExit
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The options File has the subopUons
Help Fl
Open F4
eXit Alt-X

Unit
New
Open
Close
picView
Next

Physics
caLc
Xenon

F3
F4

A11-F4
F5
F6

Alt-L
F12

Fast
Resonance
Thermal
Global
Edit

F7
F8
F9

F10
F2

Kinetics
Ros Alt-R

Dynamics'
Heat Qow Alt-H
Transient response Alt-T

Others
Autosys
feedBack
fuEl

Therefore, press

Fl For help.

Alt-X Exit to DOS.

F3

Alt-A
Alt-B
Alt-E

F4

Open Contents for direct selection of the uniL
Press F3, move the cursor to a title of necessary unit and press <Enter> to choose
Press <Esc> to deactivate cursor.

Open the units by turns.
The opened units compose a cycle.

AU-F4 To close unit (delete unnecessary unit from the cycle).
Remember to close unnecessary units to economize the computer memory.

F5 Activates cursor for direct selection of the picture to display
When there is a note "See U* Pic" in the opened unit you could move cursor to the character U
and press <Enter> to display the corresponding picture.
Press any key to return unit. Press <EsO to deactivate cursor

F6 Display opened units by turns

Alt-L Reactor Physics Calculation (using GRACE, PEACO, THERMOS, HEX120)

F2 Running DOS 6.2 Editor

F12 Simulates xenon poisoning problem

Alt-R Running ROS program (Reaaor Operation Simulation).
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ROS is a complete part of NURESIM in which one can practice as a reactor operator and observe
on computer screen the positions of the control rods (longitudinal and transverse cross-section)
and power display

Alt-H To demonstrate a heat Dow circuit in Light-water-cooled reactor and observe a heat removal cycle
in a primary circuit, heat and temperature distributions in reactor core.

Alt-A To study the flow chart of reactor auto-control system.

Alt-T Running TRESDEN to get a neutron density for a transient response.

Alt-B To see a self-limiting power excursion.

Alt-E To observe the fuel process Fuel Pin Fabrication and Fuel Replacement Operation
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